
 
 

Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep Monitoring Project 
Project Background:  

Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep, the highly valued and iconic state animal of Colorado, are at risk of 

developing respiratory disease contracted from domestic sheep grazing on public land. Effective 

separation of domestic sheep and goats from wild sheep is the only currently available management 

solution for preventing or minimizing disease transmission.  Your volunteer efforts will help the US 

Forest Service (FS) and Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) gain more information about the presence of 

bighorns near active grazing allotments. 

Help the USFS and CPW record observations of bighorns in the San Juan Mountains near the 

Weminuche Wilderness, especially in or near active domestic sheep grazing allotments.  

How Can I Get Involved?  

When you go hiking in the alpine, take photos of bighorn and domestic sheep and pack goats. Report 

your observations to our land managers and submit photos straight from your smart phone or otherwise 

by following the instructions below. 

How Do I Record Observations? Follow these 3 steps… 

1. Report - If you see bighorn sheep near domestic sheep, IMMEDIATELY report to Brad 

Weinmeister, terrestrial biologist, CPW. 970.375.6714. If you reach voicemail, leave a message 

with your location, time, and observation description. 

2. Submit your observations using the iNaturalist App, iNaturalist.org, or a paper datasheet. 

Detailed instructions are on the next page. 

3. Email smart-phone photos and observation notes to jeremy@mountainstudies.org. This helps 

us confirm your data validity and ensures that your observations are backed up.  

Finally, let Jeremy know how many miles you drove and how many person-hours you spent so 

that we can keep track of volunteers’ investments in the project. 

NOTE: We also want to know where people are NOT seeing Bighorn Sheep. If you go out looking and 

do not find any, please send an email to jeremy@mountainstudies.org with a description of where 

you went, a few photos of landmarks along the way, and a report that you did not see sheep.  

Where? 

The bighorn sheep observation program encompasses all of the San Juan Mountains, but researchers 

are particularly interested in looking for bighorns in and near the three active grazing allotments in the 

Weminuche Wilderness. These allotments are in the area between the Animas River and Vallecito Creek 

south of Needle Creek/ Chicago Basin. Trails in this area include the Endlich Mesa Trail, City Reservoir 

Trail, and the Upper Lime Mesa Trail. Find maps at mountainstudies.org/bighorn.  

Questions? Contact Jeremy May at jeremy@mountainstudies.org or 970.387.5161 

For more information and maps visit mountainstudies.org/bighorn 
 

  



 
 
REPORT SIGHTINGS IMMEDIATELY: If you see bighorn sheep near domestic sheep, please report to Brad 

Weinmeister of CPW, 970.375.6714, to facilitate a more rapid confirmation of the sighting(s) and agency response. 

Then submit the observation using one of the methods described below. 

Instructions for Observation Submission – 3 possible methods 

Method A: Use a smart phone (preferred method) – Use the iNaturalist app even when you don’t have service to 

take photos and record GPS coordinates. When you get back to service or wifi you can upload your observations. 

a. Turn on the ‘location’ services on your phone (phone model specific). This is likely found in your ‘Setting’ 

under ‘Privacy’ and ‘Location’ or ‘Location Services’. Without the location your observation cannot be 

validated as relevant. If you have trouble, search ‘How to turn on location services on [your phone model]’ 

in a search engine such as google.  

b. Download and install iNaturalist (green bird logo) on your phone using Google Play or AppStore. 

c. Swipe through the intro screens, reading to learn about the program. 

d. When you get to ‘Let’s get started!’, select ‘skip for now’. 

e. *Optional: Sign up (free and fast) with an existing email address or other account. 

- Enter your email address, create a password and username, then press ‘Sign up’ 

OR choose ‘skip’ and move on to step (g). 

f. *Preferred – Join the San Juan Mountains Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep Monitoring project. This is 

preferred, not required, because identified photos will automatically be added to our project. 

Android phones Apple phones 

i. Press the three horizontal lines in the top left  i. Select ‘More’ in the bottom right 

ii. Select ‘Projects’ ii. Select ‘Projects’ or skip to (iii) if not found 

iii. Press the magnifying glass ‘Search’ icon in 
the top right and search for ‘San Juan 
Mountains Rocky Mountains Bighorn 
Sheep Monitoring’ 

iii. Press the magnifying glass ‘Search’ icon in 
the top right and search for ‘San Juan 
Mountains Rocky Mountains Bighorn 
Sheep Monitoring’ 

iv. Select the project and press ‘Join’ iv. Select Project and ‘Join’ 

g. Make an observation: Press the ‘observe’ or ‘make an observation’ button (phone model dependent) 

i. If you have already taken the photo, select ‘choose image’ or the photo icon and select the photo(s) 

you wish to submit. You can include more than one photo. 

ii. Tap on ‘Notes’. Include how far away the animals are and the bearing (direction to the animals) using 

a compass or compass app if possible. Include the number of adults and lambs and any other info – 

the more the better. Example: “We saw 5 sheep – 2 were lambs. They were about ¼ mile away and 

the bearing was 25° (clockwise from True North). It was snowing and the sheep were eating.” 

iii. IMPORTANT: Tap on ‘What did you see?’ to enter the species’ scientific name. 

- Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep – Ovis canadensis canadensis 

- Domestic Sheep – Ovis aries 

- Domestic goats (pack goats) - Capra aegagrus hircusto  

iv. Submit - touch the check mark in the top right corner or the green ‘Share’ button. If can, add 

observations to our project - San Juan Mountains Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep Monitoring. 

Method B: Use a paper datasheet – Download a paper datasheet from www.mountainstudies.org/bighorn. Submit 

your data sheet to Mountain Studies Institute Attn Bighorn Observation; 679 East 2nd Ave. suite #8, Durango, CO, 

81301 or scan and email to jeremy@mountainstudies.org. 

Method C: Use a camera and GPS and upload the information on a computer – Use any digital camera and any 

GPS unit. Ensure that your GPS is set to the NAD 83 datum and Latitude/ Longitude coordinates. Upload your 

photos online to iNaturalist.org. Create a free login using an existing email address. Then ‘Add Observations’, 

update the time and location of observation, and input the species name (see smart phone instructions above). 

mailto:jeremy@mountainstudies.org

